SIR GEORGE MARTIN
TRUST

More details are available at the Visitor Centre.

Each trail has a designated way-marked route around the
park and at various points there are interpretation boards
providing information.
Nestled in the heart of south Leeds, Middleton
Park provides an oasis of calm amongst the
urban bustle of Beeston, Belle Isle, Hunslet and
Middleton. Whether it’s walking the dog,
meeting with friends or more formal activities
such as golf or crown green bowling there are
numerous things to do at Middleton.
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Middleton Par k has a long coal mining histor y. On this trail discover
how coal mining shaped the park and helped develop Leeds into an
i ndustr ial powerhouse.
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on the wooden waymarker posts.

There are a number of different walks you can take around the Mining Trail depending of the
time you have and your mobility. For an easy, wheelchair/pushchair friendly route, start at the
Visitor Centre and follow points 1-4. This will take about an hour. A longer route takes in points
5 and 6. Some of the paths on this longer route can be difficult particularly in wet weather.
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Point 1

Replica Horse Gin

Before the coming of steam power in the 1800s, all the lowering of men and equipment down the mine shafts and the raising of coal to the surface had to be done by
people and horses.
Early bell pits had shafts up to about 10 metres deep and probably used men to wind rollers to raise
the coal. With the advent of deeper mines in the late 1600s and 1700s, horses were used to power
the winding engines at the pit head. Such machines were called ‘Horse Gins’.There is ample evidence
that a form of horse gin called a ‘Cog and Rung’ gin was used in the park.
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The Friends of Middleton Park are volunteers who help to maintain
and care for Middleton Park.Visit their website at www.fomp.co.uk
For further information about Middleton Park contact the Parks and
Countryside Service on 0113 395 7400
or www.leeds.gov.uk/parks

As part of the Parks for People project we have developed
4 Heritage Trails to inform you about the park and it’s rich
cultural and natural history. Now that you have explored
the transport history of the park, watch out for the other
three trail guides.

Middleton Park is open 365 days a year and there are
numerous trails on which you can explore the parks 470 acres,
enjoy the wildlife and history.
Bu public transport take the number 13 bus from the Corn Exchange
in Leeds city centre to the park’s Town Street entrance.
Middleton Park is situated off Town Street in Middleton, South Leeds.

How to find Middleton Park

This life size model of a Cog and Rung Gin shows how such an engine would have worked. One or
two horses are attached to an arm that turns a central shaft. The shaft has a cog attached which engages with a cage made of rungs on the end of the roller over the mouth of the shaft. A long rope,
used to raise the coal, is wound round the roller several times.Turning the horse on the swivel attachment and going in the opposite direction lowers the rope into the mine.
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In the 1780s Richard Humble, the Colliery Manager, recorded that 2 horses could raise 15 corves of
coal in one hour from a depth of 140 yards.A corve of coal weighed three and a half hundred weight
For point 6 followthe track behind and just pat the Visitor Centre and turn right following the
Winrose Drive sign. At next sign post turn left and exit the wood into the meadow. Turn left and
follow the path along the edge of the wood. The path goesthrough a hedge, then uphill across
the meadow. For point 2 follow the tarmac track down into the wood.

Point 2

18th century mining

Mining in this area of the park was some of the earliest
deep mining in the region. The coal was too deep for bell
pits, so 50 yard deep shafts were sunk down to the Middleton Little Coal Seam, and tunnels dug into the coal
seam, using pillars of coal for roof support - this is called
“Pillar and Stall’ working. Shafts were sunk at appoximately 50 metre intervals, and many of these are visible
in the woods.
This mine shaft may have been used in the early 1700s to mine the 2 feet 10
inch thick Middleton Little Coal. From the 1750’s or 60’s it was used to mine
the better, 4 feet thick, Middleton Main seam, which is 80m (262 feet) below
your feet.

Shallow bell pits were an early form of mining, as the technology required was not
very advanced, and a pit could be worked by a few men. Bell Pits were sunk where
ever the coal was not far down. There are not many Bell Pits in
Middleton Park.The majority of the mining here was pillar and stall working from
deep shafts. It is believed that the few hollows visible in this area were bell pits
working the Middleton Little Seam, which is not too far below the
surface here.
Although simple, bell pits could be surprisingly productive. The Middleton Little
Seam is only about 2 feet 10inches thick, but one of these bell pits could produce
up to 100 tons of coal, or the equivalent of 1000 pack horse loads.
There is another major area of Bell Pit working below Wood Pit on the Beeston
side of the park.

In 1758 there was a serious explosion,
when gunpowder was used to blast
through hard stone while deepening an old
mine shaft in this area. ‘Fire Damp’
(methane) had built up in the old mine
galleries and was ignited by the gunpowder
explosion. It devastated the pit head
workings and shook the whole wood. Trees
for a considerable distance around were
affected and caused to stoop towards the
pit. Bark pullers in the wood, more than a
quarter of a mile distant, were so alarmed This illustration shows a coal wagon
that they vowed never again to set foot in typical of those used at Middleton
the wood when blasting was in progress.

Point 4

Exposed coal seam

If you take this path down to the wooden bridge and
look downstream you may be able to see the outcropping of the Adwalton Stone Coal seam. This seam
wasn’t actually worked in the park as it was poor
quality coal.
To see the exposed coal seam follow
the made up path to the wooden
bridge at the end of the path. About 12
metres down stream from the bridge
you should be able to see the Adwalton Stone Coal Seam near the bed of
the stream, below a bank of clay and
sandstone.The seam is only 20 - 25 cm
thick and is poor quality coal.

Follow on down the hill to the bottom entrance of the park. From there
you can take a short detour to see Park halt - the Middleton Railway station in the park - Point 4 on the Transport Trail. From the bottom park
entrance follow the waggonway sign up to Point 3.

Point 3

Bell Pits

Most people use the term ‘bell pit’ when talking about
the holes in the ground left by mining activity. But a bell
pit is a specific style of pit associated with mining using
short mine shafts.
When the coal is not far below the surface, less than 10 metres or so, it makes
sense to dig several short shafts down to the coal seam. The coal is removed in
an ever widening circle from the shaft bottom until the roof is about to
collapse. That shaft is then abandonded and work moves to another short pit
shaft sunk nearby. These shallow pits are called Bell Pits, and are usually indicated
by several sunken pit shaft remains close to each other.

Point 5

Wood Pit

This is the site of Wood Pit, which was sunk in 1813 1814. It was sunk to the Beeston Coal Seam, 128 metres
down. It was worked until sometime in the late 1890s.
Wood Pit was the last working mine within the Park
woods.
Searching among the undergrowth it is still possible to make out some key features of the mine - the sunken shaft, the flat area for the steam engine, the sunken
remains of the water reservoir, spoil waste area, a waggonway and wagon loading yard area below the mine.
The Middleton Miner (below) is from George Walker’s book ‘Costume of
Yorkshire’ published in 1814 when Wood Pit was just starting operation. The
coal mine in the background shows a typical pit head of the day and illustrates
the type of industrial activity that would have been present here 200 years
ago. The steam locomotive illustrated is the Salamanca of the Middleton
Railway, which started commercially hauling Middleton coal in 1812.
From Wood Pit the path continues uphill until it meets a metalled road.
Turn left, take in the interpretation about the Medieval Boundary and continue along the road. From here the road to the Visitor Centre and Point1
is sign posted and easy to follow.

For Point 5 - Broom Pit - take the track off right, almost opposite Point 3.
Follow this until it is about to join the tarmac road, and turn left up the
path to the Clearings. Follow round the bottom to the other side of the
Clearings and go down the path into the woods. Follow this path down
then straight across at the crossroads at the signpost. This path winds
down until it joins several other tracks and bears slightly left. Along here
are several remains of mining shafts on the left of the track. When the
track forks, go right to the signpost. Follow the sign to ‘Tramway’, cross the
wooden bridge and take the track that goes along just on the insideof the
wood. Evetually the path comes out and crosses an earthwork built up to
cross a small stream. This isthe remaindns of a waggonway leading from
Wood Pit. Follow the path round and up the slope and then continue to
circle upwards and round to the shaft hole of Wood Pit - Point 5.
For Point 4 continue to follow the road up the hill, turn left at the sign
forthe Visitor Centre. Point 4 isthe next signpost up.

On a clear day you get great views of Leeds and beyond from Point 6.

Point 6

Broom Pit

A Middleton Broom appears in accounts as early as 1817
but its absence from other records probably means it was
an alternative name for another pit.

The diagram above shows the coal seams and
main pits which were sunk in the park.
As you start to retrace your steps back along the path to Point 4, look
for the mine shaft by the bridge on the right. This may have mined the
Middleton Little Coal that lies deeper below the Adwalton seam.
Back at Point 4, follow either the path through the wood signed ‘Visitor
Centre’. Or go up the hill to the Lake, from where you can walk back
round to the Visitor Centre.

A series of wells and monitoring boreholes were sunk into the tip and the
methane was pumped away and flared off in the compound near the railway
halt. Subsequently it was used for a number of years to generate electricity for
the National Grid. The amount of gas has now fallen considerably.
Following the colliery closure, the remaining coal to the north of the pit head
area was mined by the Lockwood Farm opencast scheme. The land was left in
terraces and subsequently the South Leeds Stadium was built there. The John
Charles Centre was built on the adjoining land.

The pit was not sunk to the Beeston coal seam until 1868 when the estate was
taken over by the Middleton Estate and Colliery Company. Over the years the
pit exploited a number of seams in the area up to a depth of 247 metres. By
the time it closed, its workings extended partly into Rothwell, Middleton
Broom Colliery was the largest and last pit in the area and finally closed in
1968. The landscape where it used to be has changes so much due to large
earth moving projects that the area is now unrecognisable and the site of the
pit is many feet below ground level.
The site of the colliery became a rubbish tip. A perimeter mound was built up
around the area using the colliery slag. The rubbish was compressed and baled
before being brought in by lorry along a new road constructed from Middleton
Grove. The bales were stacked in layers and covered over until the whole area
was filled and subsequently landscaped in the form you see today. Problems
arose from the rubbish tip. There was so much food and vegetable waste in it
that large amounts of methane gas built up as it rotted down under the surface.

This photo shows the Broom area in the 1970s when
it was a huge slag heap!

The Middleton Fireclay works was situated at Middleton Broom. In the 1920s
bricks for the Middleton housing estate were fired here.

From Point 6 head north down the slope between the woods, to the road.
From there you can make a detour to Park Halt (Transport Trail point 4) or
go int the park woods towards Point3, or follow the road up the hill then
turn off for the Clearings and the logish route to Wood Pit - Point 5

